the
earth
and
her skin

the earth and her skin is a personal anthology of works presented by Priyageetha Dia,
unearthing brownness through ritual, mysticism and the grotesque. These works, created
in the past two months, are derived from a place of raw, visceral power. Central to the
exhibition is a portrait of Medusa, a symbol of female monstrosity and fury, painted in the
artist’s likeness. While her rage manifests, like Medusa, she defiantly resists and seeks to
be empowered. The artist harnesses the transformative potential of brown anger in a series
of objects, emblematic as literary symbols between the private/public, body/space, and
castration/desire. Alluding to feminine flesh, the latex works confront the epidermalisation
of the brown body, consciously bridging the pervasive tensions between the identity of
brownness and racial perception, with desire, fetishisation and the grotesque.

Curatorial notes: the earth and her skin
Kimberly Shen
“You only have to look at the Medusa straight on to see her. And she’s not deadly. She’s beautiful and
she’s laughing.”
― Hélène Cixous, The Laugh of the Medusa (1976)
A sexualised symbol of female monstrosity and fury, Medusa – with her slithering locks and an
insatiable desire for destruction – has been the enduring subject of fascination and revolt. From her
ability to turn men into stone with a swift and deathly gaze to her eventual demise – tragically
decapitated by the demigod Perseus, Medusa has become a scathing metaphor in today’s malecentred narrative: the projected fear of a terrifying yet excruciatingly beautiful woman. This reading
is so deeply entrenched that we often forget that Medusa is also a complex figure of redemption. Her
origins prior to her monstrous transformation and her furore of being unjustly vilified are
overshadowed. Rather, her defeat is glorified through the symbolic act of conquering, in the
transference of power and might.
The premise of Priyageetha Dia’s the earth and her skin is similarly conditioned by fury and derived
from a place of raw, visceral power. She harnesses the transformative potential of brown female
anger in the reclamation of self, identity and narrative. Created in the past two months, the featured
works are autobiographical allegories, symbolising tensions between the private/public, body/space,
and castration/desire.
The portrait of Medusa, painted in the artist’s likeness, frames the exhibition as a subversive emblem
of resistance and empowerment. Presented alongside are various artist-made objects – a hair whip, a
cluster of breasts, soft phallic sculptures – quietly arranged on a carpet familiar and commonplace in
local Indian households. Grotesque, perverse but strangely beautiful, these fetishised objects are the
embodiment of her Indian identity, while the carpet
is the symbolic housing of the brown body. The
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conceptualisation of home as a site of belonging is noted as a “fluid location where common ground
is found and differences are accepted” (Alaoui, Moreira, Pattisapu, Shukri and Calafell, 2017). A
home becomes the confluence of differential belonging which nurtures multimodal and
intersectional identities. For the artist, this inclusion of plural bodies elevates the visibility of
brownness; as legitimisation and recognition of her trauma, stories and experiences.

To question the way brown bodies are read and consumed, Priyageetha unpacks the tokenisation
and de/construction of identity, and the normalisation of racial hierarchies. A communal (brown)
body is subjected to depersonalisation through perpetrated institutionalisation; their identities
“created and defined by others rather than subjects who define their own realities and
history” (Hooks, 1989). The desire to prescribe gestures and claim ownership of coloured/female/
bodies suggest a constant subjugation of existence and being. Priyageetha’s latex works prompt
tactility in the grotesque and confronts the epidermalisation of the brown body. Alluding to
feminine flesh, these delicate ‘skins’ are analogous to the interior (self) and the exterior
(environment) – serving as a metaphor to the threatened existence and marginalised representation
of brown gendered bodies in socially-imbued spaces.
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In black feminist writer Audre Lorde’s poem Coal (1997), she ruminates over “the total black” of
coal drawn from the “earth’s inside”, personified through her heritage and identity. Lorde
deliberately names herself “black”, thereby reasserting her own terms and source of power. As coal
eventually transforms (“as a diamond comes to the knot of flame”), she creates a sublime and
profound power of being black. In mediating anger and crafting her rage, Priyageetha subverts the
fetishisation of her brownness and becomes the force of change. the earth and her skin is an ode
and manifesto of female agency – for she is earth; sensuous, potent, and the body of civilisation.

“For the artist, this inclusion of plural
bodies elevates the visibility of brownness;
as legitimisation and recognition of her
trauma, stories and experiences.”
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the earth and her skin: Conversation between Priyageetha Dia and Kimberly Shen

Kimberly: In our earlier conversations, we have discussed the pervasive tensions of brown womxn
and femme bodies and the desire for personal narrative, as redemption of self and identity. As a point
of departure, let’s start with the image that drives the earth and her skin: Medusa — symbolic of
monstrosity and fury. What about Medusa compels, catalyses and intrigues you, and why have you
chosen her as your muse?
Priya: The compelling factor to identify as femme-fatale critiques back on to the various
representations of womxn of colour or specifically Indian womxn and femmes as difference or as the
Other, who occupy the narrative of monstrosity and aggression. Medusa’s representation in
heterosexist culture goes beyond objectification and into the western male psyche (in this context, it
is in relation to brown womxn/femmes perceived by Singaporean Chinese). This racist/sexist
perception catalyses into a place of reclaiming power while embodying Medusa as a muse.
Kimberly: The notion of the Other has been loosely defined as non-white; the marginalised who are
excluded from the main (male/privileged) narrative and discourse. But this too is problematic — as
though the experiences of the Other are also homogenised, and their differences are perceived on
same/equal ground. We are beginning to see a gradual shift in power — although fraught, volatile
and unpredictable. Could you share how you have personally navigated through this journey, in
empowering and enabling conversations about womxn of colour?
Priya: The journey mobilises when the brown body’s navigation becomes invisible and inaccessible
to the majority because of differentiation in race, class and gender. And this journey starts when the
brown body emerges into society and becomes hypervisible when the physicalities of skin, body and
hair and the vernacular is self-silenced, subjugated, and marginalised. The context of brown womxn/
femmes bodies regarded as black for the various
shades of brownness, to curly hair as negr*, or the
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shape of our feminine bodies, genitalia, and breasts as grotesque or unnatural in comparison to slim,
straight-haired, pale-skinned East Asian womxn, which goes back to its roots in anti-Black sentiment
across the majority.

Kimberly: The various objects and paraphernalia you have chosen for the exhibition suggest
extensions of brown womxn/femme bodies — each object an intimate and deeply personal
experience, the curious embodiment of grotesque and difference. This hypervisibility of brownness
and gendered racism preoccupies your current practice, a perceived shift from your synonymous
gold works that permeate public spaces and the urban environment. How do you think people
(who have previously only encountered your Golden Staircase) will respond to the earth and her
skin, which is similarly confrontational, and perhaps more autobiographical?
Priya: When one unearths the narrative of transforming public space, it should not dismiss the act
of the private body. For the Golden Staircase, the body was absent. What became visible was the
public space that was occupied, and became more present than before. To make the body visible,
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you have to look back into the layers and beyond the epidermis. It then presents itself as a
racialised body; one that threatens and confronts. Responding back to this exhibition, the
individual artworks respond to phenomena of the brown body, including the aftermath of the
staircase episode; being racially stereotyped as a gold-loving Indian snake. This act itself should
explicitly return the gaze back to non-brown folks; to perceive what goes into and beyond
systematic and gendered racism which I needed to confront in my works for the earth and her skin.
Kimberly: The racialised body is often vulnerable, objectified and subjugated. How do you draw
personal boundaries and frameworks to protect this space, home, and site of belonging/identity?
Priya: The shared experiences of brown womxn/femmes collectively become a site of belonging
that turn into a safe space to construct strategies in maintaining space whether on a personal level
or within a community. This goes back to Wokeshop initiatives along with artist Chand
Chandramohan where we cultivated an all-inclusive safe sanctum for brown folks and allies to
exchange viewpoints on sharing narratives that are familiar to one another and bringing up diverse
methods of practical resistance to political, social, racial, or gender oppression.
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(Me)dusa - Artists’ Portrait
2020
Acrylic paint on brass plate
D27 cm
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Tender Things
2020
Brown, black velvet fabric, fluff
Dimensions variable
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Late Brown Capitalism
2020
Edition of 10 + 1AP
Grey cement cast with 24K gold leaf
H12 x W10 x L18.5 cm
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Black Looks
2020
Edition of 10 + 1 AP
Black tinted resin cast
H12 x W10 x L18.5 cm
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Birth I
2019
Archival Print mounted on Plywood
H21 x W14.8 cm (A5) (Editions of 30 + 1 AP)
H29.7 x W21 cm (A4) (Editions of 10 + 1 AP)
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The Brown Body is a Black Body
2019
Black print on black paper mounted on Plywood
H29.7 x W21 cm (A4) (Editions of 30 + 1AP, *3/30 onwards)
H42 x W29.7 cm (A3) (Editions of 10 + 1AP, *2/10 onwards)
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Celestial Bodies
2020
Black and brown stocking, fluff and gold embellishment
Dimensions variable
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Mayir Whip
2020
Synthetic hair wig, gilded nails, wood handle
Dimensions variable
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Brown Labour I
2020
Artist’s hand-cast in brown wax, 24K gold leaf
Dimensions variable
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Brown Labour II
2020
Artist’s hand-cast in brown wax
Dimensions variable
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Typical Indian Snake I
2020
Custom digital print on chiffon fabric, 24K gold leaf, black paint, gold chain
H100 x W70 cm
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Typical Indian Snake II
2020
Custom digital print on chiffon fabric, 24K gold leaf, black paint, gold chain
H100 x W70 cm
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Epidermis Kink I
2020
Transparent natural latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold thread
Approx. H38 x W32 cm
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Epidermis Kink II
2020
Black, transparent natural latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold
thread
Approx. H56 x W29.5 cm
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Epidermis Kink III
2020
Black latex, black thread
Approx. H58 x W34 cm
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Epidermis Kink IV
2020
Transparent natural latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold thread
Approx. H40 x W46 cm
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Epidermis Kink V
2020
Black, natural transparent latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold thread
Approx. H36.5 x W27.5 cm
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Epidermis Kink VI
2020
Black, transparent natural latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold
thread
Approx. H38 x W49 cm
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Epidermis Kink VII
2020
Black, transparent natural latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold
thread
Approx. H40 x W56 cm
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My Skin Shape Shifts Between Black and Gold I
2020
Black, transparent natural latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold thread
Approx. H47 x W133 cm
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My Skin Shape Shifts Between Black and Gold II
2020
Black, transparent natural latex w/ 24 karat gold leaf and gold thread
Approx. H108 x W59 cm
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Kala Living I
2020
Artificial rubber leaves, black paint, silver rhinestones,
brass antique vase, sand
Approx. H96 x W245 cm
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Kala Living II
2020
Artificial rubber leaves, black paint, gold rhinestones,
brass antique vase, sand
Approx. H110 x W40 cm
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Black Bodies
2020
Edition of 20
Black and white Single
channel video w/o audio
1920 x 1080 resolution,
16:9 aspect ratio
Approx. 5 mins 54 s
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Priyageetha Dia (b. 1992, Singapore)
Priyageetha Dia’s practice oscillates between the banality of lived spaces
and the othered racialised body, simultaneously subverting with her gold
alter ego. She is known for her work The Golden Staircase in 2017 and
Golden Flags in 2018. In 2019, she was presented with the IMPART Artist
Award by Art Outreach Singapore.

Kimberly Shen
Kimberly Shen is a curator, arts practitioner and educator based in
Singapore. Her practice is situated between text and image, drawn towards
ideas of pluralism in a mediation of feminine narratives. She has presented
her curatorial projects at the Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore,
Objectifs - Centre for Photography and Film, NTU Centre for Contemporary
Art Singapore, and the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA). She cofounded and is editor of ellipsis journal, a London/Singapore print
publication which has been distributed at local and international art book
fairs. She was winner of the IMPART Awards (Curator Category) in 2019 and
Curator-in-Residence for The Art Incubator in 2015. A recipient of the
National Arts Council Arts Scholarship (Postgraduate), she graduated with a
Master of Research in Art: Theory and Philosophy from Central Saint Martins,
University of the Arts London, United Kingdom. She is currently Programme
Leader (Fine Art) at NAFA.
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Priyageetha Dia
Curriculum Vitae

Solo Exhibitions
2020 the earth and her skin, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore

2017 The LASALLE Show Exhibition 2017, LASALLE McNally Campus, Singapore

2018 Upgraded, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore

2017 Winstedt Graduation Showcase: Open Circuits, LASALLE Winstedt Campus, Singapore

Group Exhibitions
2019 2219: Futures Imagined, Art Science Museum, Singapore
2019 From your eyes to ours (FYETO), Coda Culture, Singapore
2019 Facing Brownness, Grey Projects, Singapore

2017 BA (Hons) Fine Arts Works-In-Progress Show: neither glimmer nor ghost, Institute of
Contemporary Arts Singapore, Singapore
2016 ARTWALK Little India, LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore

Performances & Workshops

2019 Public Forms, NPE Art Residency, Singapore

2020 The Sun rises in molten gold (contemplation/reclamation), Art Science Museum,
Singapore

2019 S.E.A. Focus 2019 - Art Porters Gallery, Gillman Barracks, Singapore

2020 Gold Shop to Pajak Gadai, Art Science Museum, Singapore

2018 I.D (The Body’s Still Warm), 42 Cambridge Road, Singapore

2019 WOKESHOP 2.1, Coda Culture, Singapore

2018 Gender Hierarchy, Grey Projects & Space One (Seoul), Singapore

2019 7.35%, Coda Culture, Singapore

2018 To leave home is already half the journey, McNally School of Fine Arts, Institute of
Contemporary Arts Singapore, Singapore

2019 WOKESHOP: Strategies in Maintaining Space, Grey Projects, Singapore

2017 RUANG, Singapore

2019 JIWA (contemplation/reclaimation), DECK, Singapore
2018 contemplation/reclaimation - I.D (The Body’s Still Warm), Singapore

2017 87% Multiculturalism, The Yellow Cage, Singapore
2017 Light Field 2017, Science Centre Singapore, Singapore
2017 Multiply: A Majestic Playground, New Majestic Hotel, Singapore
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Publications & Interviews
2019 'Yes, I speak Indian': What it's really like to be South Asian and work in Singapore's art
industry, BURO 24/7

2017 FEMALE Magazine F-Influential List, November issue
2017 OFF ZOOS Issue 6.1, Faithless Translation

2019 The Colour of Divinity, Evolving as an Artist and Dismantling Patriarchal Structures, Object
Lessons Space

2017 Issue 01 A Public Square Discipline the City, Adeline Chia, The Substation

2019 Singapore Art Week 2019: A Round Up

2017 A Wide Field of Contestation, Y.S. Pek & Jee Leong Koh

2019 S.E.A. Focus Is A New Boutique Art Fair..., The Smart Local

2017 The Art of Walking a Fine and Golden Line, Patorikku

2018 Three millennial rules that young creatives are using to shape their futures, BURO 24/7
2018 Local non-profit arts space Grey Projects..., BURO 24/7
2018 On the Scene with Eugene, 938 Now FM

Award
2019 ArtOutreach IMPART Visual Artist Award Winner, Singapore

2018 GOLDFINGER, Plural Art Magazine
2018 Meet Singapore’s golden girl Priyageetha Dia, Time Out Singapore
2018 Female Midas Depicts Alternative Golden Perspective Through Visual Art, Artlyst
2018 Foiled Again: Can Singapore Respect Minority Voices?, Popspoken.com
2018 Gilded with Law, Patorikku.net
2018 Artsequator Fresh Blood Podcast Interview 34
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GALLERY INFO
Art Porters Gallery, 64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652
+65 6909 0468
Daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm (Monday by appointment)
Guillaume Levy-Lambert

guillaume@artporters.com

+65 9815 1780

Sean Soh

sean@artporters.com

+65 9105 9335

Melvin Sim

artologist@artporters.com

+65 9144 7468

www.artporters.com
www.facebook.com/artporters
www.instagram.com/artporters

